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Intro 

Juneau International Airport is a medium size airport located in Alaska and features an 8,857’ asphalt 

runway together with a smaller water runway for the seaplane based aircrafts. The airport is a city-

owned airport and supports a variety of aircrafts from small bush planes to medium size, regional 

airliners as Alaska Airlines etc. 

The airport was originally founded in the 1930’es and was during WWII used as a transport link for the 

United States Army Air Forces. After the war the airport started getting routes from e.g. Pan American 

World Airways with their Douglas DC-4 and later with various jet airliners. 

Today there are more than 100,000 operations per year and Juneau International Airport serves as a 

central hub for a large part of the Alaskan area. The airport has also become very famous for the scenic 

and quite difficult approaches and has been one of my personal favorite airports for flight simulation. 

 



General Information & Airport Specs 

 Airport Name  Juneau International Airport 

 Airport Type  Public 

 Owner  City of Juneau 

 Operator  - 

 Website  www.juneau.org/airport/ 

   

 ICAO  PAJN 

 IATA  JNU 

 Freq: 

o Tower  278.3 / 118.7 

o Approach/Departure 133.9 

o Ground  121.9 

   

 Location  Alaska 

 Elevation  25ft / 8m 

 Coordinates  58°21′18″N 134°34′35″W 

 Runways  

o #1 08/26 Asphalt 8,857ft / 2,700m 

o #2 08W/26W Water 4,600ft / 1,402m 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Juneau_International_Airport&params=58_21_18_N_134_34_35_W_region:US-AK_type:airport


Purchase, Download and Installation 

This PAJN scenery I got directly from the ORBX Systems website and I used the FTX Central v3 for 

the entire download and installation of the software. The size of the file is about 385Mb which was 

quickly downloaded and automatically installed on my system without me having to select correct 

folders etc. Actually all I had to do was click the button Install Product after the activation of the 

scenery. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For those of you that haven’t used the FTX Central v3 yet, then this program does everything for you – 

you can purchase, download and install the software together with installing updates to all the activated 

airports software – it is super easy and very user friendly. Also by using this add-on software you do 

not need to backup your sceneries on various other external hardware, and you also do not have to keep 

track of license keys, order numbers, dates or similar – this is a really nice way to purchase and install 

sceneries for sure. 

The PAJN scenery that I have tested and which is included in this review is the version for FSX and the 

version number v1.15. The scenery is also compatible with FSX;SE, P3D v1, v2, v3 and v4 – however 

these versions I have not tested. 



I have also downloaded and installed the FTX region NA Southern Alaska, which is recommended 

when using this scenery. You can install and use the PAJN scenery without the FTX region however, to 

get the best performance and the best experience of the scenery and the surrounding scenery, it is 

recommended to purchase and install the FTX region prior to the installation of the PAJN scenery. 

By installing the FTX region, the airport is perfectly integrated and blended into the surrounding 

scenery and a VFR flight is just so more realistic than if simply just using the default surrounding 

scenery. Furthermore general elevation issues will be fixed and the surrounding scenery will be true to 

real Alaskan scenery and vegetation life with realistic and accurate roads, rivers and lakes together with 

photo real glaciers and landmarks – also included are an upgrade of the app. 270 airports/strips in this 

area as well as a modification to all houses and trees in the region to match real life North American 

homes and trees. 

The PAJN airport is another great creation from Russ White and features e.g. a full suite of the famous 

ORBX Flow Technologies, HD textures, custom and high quality buildings, the Next-gen high density 

3D grass with minimum performance impact and much more. 

 

Key Features written by ORBX Systems 

 

 

 

 

 

Scenery coverage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Tools, Supporting Programs & Customization 

Included in the scenery pack is a well written, easy to read and very user friendly guide that provides 

basic information about the Juneau Intl Airport scenery including airport information as well as 

aviation charts, recommended settings, how to install/un-install, product requirements, quick references 

and much more. 

The guide is a 14 page PDF file which I will recommend reading before using the scenery. The guide 

includes some very nice tips of how to set FSX to optimal settings to get the best visuals as well as the 

best performance. Furthermore the specific airport information could come in handy if flying using the 

airport as a commercial airliner pilot etc.  

Also prior to taking the first glance of the airport I will recommend opening the included Control Panel 

which is to be activated in the FTX Central v3 – here you are able to customize the scenery in some 

detail which could benefit your computer systems performance. 

Options found in the Control Panel are e.g. the very famous ORBX PeopleFlow technology which can 

be enabled/disabled. Also static aircrafts in general as well as the unique Alaskan 737 at the gate and 

finally the new and improved airport grass texture option. 

Enabling all will of course have some degree of impact on the performance of the scenery on older or 

slower systems, but honestly I did not see or feel any loss in frame rates and therefore I applied all 

options. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Buildings, Signs & Vegetation 

Taking a look at the scenery I quickly noticed that the scenery was very comprehensive and filled with 

an abundance of realistic detailed and custom made buildings. For sceneries with this complexity I 

would have expected an extended loading time, but that was actually not what I experienced. The 

loading time was just like loading a normal and default FSX scenery which I was very happy to see. 

The scenery is filled with custom made buildings that resembles their real world counterparts to a high 

level of perfection – not just the main building but also all the various smaller hangars, offices as well 

as the beautiful fire-station. 

I compared several of the buildings, hangars etc. from the scenery with images that I could find on the 

internet. What I discovered was that ORBX certainly have had a great focus on the buildings and all 

buildings are modeled very well and very realistically and in accordance with real life. The buildings 

are created with a huge number of realistic details which just improves my experience of the scenery 

greatly. 

As an example I found a picture on the internet of the main terminal featuring almost the same weather 

but also the distinctive Boeing B737 parked at the exact same gate as the one in the image attached 

here below. The aircraft was with the same tail image and just made the FSX scenery so perfect. The 

picture from the internet is unfortunate with “All Rights Reserved” so I cannot include it in this review, 

but comparing all the smaller details on the terminal to the image I found the terminal to be very 

realistically made.  

The terminal features the gates, the walk-ways, the two “control towers”, the antennas, precise doors, 

vents, realistic and true to real life colors etc. and it was just awesome to see the resemblance. Very 

well created for sure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The buildings are all very detailed and realistically created but to top it off I also find the texturing to 

be very high quality. The textures are multi-layer textures that are created with much wear and tear 

both on the sides of the buildings but also for some of the hangars rooftops – looking much like 

steelplates with corrosion and dirt etc. These details certainly brings realism into the scenery and also 

eye candy because when taxiing by a hangar that well made, you almost forget to keep the aircraft on 

the taxiway. 

I noticed that in the real life pictures several of the hangars was painted in very destictive red or blue 

color and of course some in gray etc. and what I found in the scenery was exactly these colors on the 

hangars which was corresponding correctly to the images from real life. Perfect! 

The accuracy of the specific locations for each building as well as the approximate meassurements for 

the buildings, hangars, terminal etc. was very well in accordance to my comparison with the images I 

got from Google-Earth. 

The scenery also features a variety of signs as well as fences and these are just as well created as the 

buildings. Very true to real life and certainly adds to the experience of the scenery. Extra in this scenery 

is the new and improved grass which I find to be awesome and much more realistic than my experience 

from other sceneries – the airport grass (when selected in the control panel) is super dense and looks 

extremely soft with a nice green and realistic color. In general the vegetaion is sparse in this scenery 

exept for trees and grass which there are a lot of, but the little vegetation there is to be found, is also 

included in this scenery and resembles real life nicely. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Apron, Taxi- and Runways 

Moving my focus to the ground and looking at the taxiways, the runways and the huge apron together 

with all the locations around the hangars etc. I again found high quality scenery elements such as 

excellent detailing, high quality textures, great accuracy and realistic markings. 

The taxiways are very well made with a great concrete-tile-look meaning that the taxiways are created 

to look like concrete tiles placed next to each other forming the entire taxiway. The tiles edges are clear 

and the colors are very realistic. The edges around the tiles are straight and clean both the edges facing 

other tiles as well as the edges facing the grass etc.  

When talking about concrete my personal experience is that edges are as in this scenery straight, clear 

and clean in comparison to e.g. asphalt which give a more rough look around the edges. The color is 

various types of gray with both light and dark areas scattered. I certainly do like that the markings on 

the taxiways are showing some degree of wear and tear meaning that I can see some of the paint are 

worn off etc. 

The apron and the parking areas are also very well created and visually seem to be in accordance with 

images that I could find on the internet. The color here is also various types of gray again with dark and 

light variations which give a nice and realistic impression. Tiles of concrete are also what are used here 

and that is very clear to see especially around the Tower-corner of the main terminal where the tiles 

here are very light gray colored compared to the surround tiles. 

There is some degree of oil stains and dirt scattered around the parking areas as well as cracks in the 

concrete when taking a closer look. All that contributes to add realism to this scenery and I find the 

quality to be really good. 

There are also some heli-markings – the big H in a circle and they seem to be very well in accordance 

to real life both in placing and also in size.  

Going to the runways – the main runway is the asphalt runway which is very realistic with a darker and 

almost new-laid look. The color variations are good and realistic, the edges are a bit rough which I very 

much appreciate and there is a great structure when viewing the asphalt up close. 

Also the markings as e.g. the runway number is very well made – it consists of several layer of runway 

paint (or what it actually is) and you can easily see that these layers overlap each other and have a 

superbly rough edge showing wear and tear and they are just superb quality and very realistic. 

Awesome detail! 

The water runway is not unique – it is just a water strip with water textures and small waves. No 

specific markings or similar.  



The textures used for the taxiways, the asphalt runway, the apron and the parking areas are high quality 

multi-layer textures that certainly fit the scenery. The dimension of the runway etc. are close to real life 

and the accuracy of the markings are as expected – good quality and good accuracy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Static & Dynamic Elements and Flows 

To complete the airport scenery and the atmosphere surround this remote but still international airport, 

I could see that ORBX again also had kept their focus and included a huge number of various static and 

dynamic airport environment elements. 

Everywhere I looked there were an abundance of eye candy such as static vehicles, static aircrafts, 

general airport materials like pallets, boxes, drums, containers, garbage bins etc. and these static 

materials were created beautifully with a very life-like look. The colors are realistic, there are shades on 

the objects, the sizes are realistic and the textures used are of course high quality multi-layer textures 

that provide a unique and realistic look for the objects with e.g. corrosion, dirt or just general wear and 

tear. 

The detailing on all the static elements are superb – much of it probably comes from specific ORBX 

libraries, but none-the-less everything have been selected and placed with care for the atmosphere and 

the realism within the scenery.  

Included I also found animated aircrafts that was part of the AI and which contributed to increase the 

atmosphere and experience of a dynamic airport. 

ORBX also included their famous PeopleFlow technology into this scenery to help create a realistic 

and living environment. This specific Flow technology is absolutely one of my favorite parts of any 

ORBX scenery and for those of you that might not be familiar with this technology, then this is various 

people placed around the scenery doing various tasks like talking to each other, walking around, 

sweeping floors, washing windows, performing maintenance on aircrafts etc.  

The PeopleFlow is awesome and there are a fair number of people in the scenery. This is a larger and 

international airport, so of course there are also a fair share of people to generate the experience of a 

dynamic and living environment.  

The general illumination is fair where e.g. lights on hangars or inside buildings are with a soft and 

warm shine that provides a nice realism. The runway, taxiway and apron lights are also good quality 

and provides the scenery with a nice realism for flights at dusk, night or early morning. 

   

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Conclusion 

The PAJN Juneau International Airport scenery by ORBX Systems are truly another great scenery with 

realistic and custom made buildings, a huge number of various airport elements as well as integrated 

animated people. The scenery is very life-like and created with a very realistic environment and 

atmosphere that provides the simmer with a superb experience. High quality modeling, high quality 

textures and with a focus on the details with lots and again lots of eye candy. 

The scenery is created very well in accordance to real life, and that I say even though I have never 

visited this airport in real life. However when comparing this scenery with a variety of images from the 

internet as well as from Google-Earth I found a stunning resemblance. 

Juneau International Airport is one of my favorite airports in Alaska and an airport that I am very 

familiar with in regards to flight simulation. The approaches and take-offs are awesome and very scenic 

but also so very challenging which just makes everything a whole lot more interesting. 

I did find a few minor elevation errors at some of the buildings on the outskirts of the scenery’s 

periphery, however if these elevation issues are caused by this scenery or the FTX region or simply an 

incorrect setting, I cannot really tell. 

Frame rate wise I did not encounter any huge impact on the performance on the scenery which I had 

expected for a scenery with this complexity and with so many high quality textures etc. 

If you like flying bush flights or flight in a scenic location, then this airport including the FTX region is 

certainly recommendable. The scenery scored a beautiful 4.77 out of 5.00 and I would like to thank 

ORBX Systems once again for providing the flightsim community with yet another great scenery. Keep 

up the awesome work! 
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Technical Requirements and Review Computer Specifications 

 

Technical Requirements 

 Win7, Win10  ( Windows XP is not supported ) 

 FSX, FSX;SE, P3D v1, v2, v3 or v4 

 FTX Region NA Southern Alaska (recommended) 

 No specific computer specs listed 

 

 

Review Computer Specifications 

 Windows 10 (64-bit) 

 FSX + Acceleration Pack installed 

 Intel Core™ i7-4790K 4x4.00GHz (Turbo 4x4.40GHz) 

 Asus Maximus VII Ranger (ROG-series) 

 Antec Kuhler H20 650 Water Cooler 

 Kingston HyperX Beast-series 32Gb DDR3-2133 RAM 

 500Gb Samsung 850 EVO SSD 

 3Tb Seagate Barracura (7200rpm, 6Gb/s) 

 Asus GeForce GTX 980 Strix OC 4Gb 

 150/150Mbit Fiber Internet Connection 

 REX Overdrive for FSX 

 


